
RT/RD4 STAINLESS STEEL
TELESCOPIC BOLLARD

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

TO LOCK

Lift lid, draw up inner post to full 

extent.

Rotate handle clockwise quarter 

turn.

Press down push button lock.

TO UNLOCK

Release push button lock with key.

Remove key.

Rotate handle anticlockwise 

quarter turn.

Lower post in controlled manner.

Do not allow it to free fall down 

into base.

RT/RD4 SS
COLOUR

CODE: 

Installation steps.
•Open product.
•Remove keys (keep safe)
•Plan spacing.
•Follow instructions on reverse.
•Leave 24 hours
•Use telescopic bollard.
•Weekly maintenance and clean for prolonged life.

Stainless Steel Cleaning.
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Stainless steel finishes should be cleaned as required, but 
at least every six months, using Stainless Steel Polish with 
a lint free cloth.

Hose down & wipe with mild detergent and / or warm soapy 
water.  No other cleaner should be required at this stage, 
subject to environmental conditions and specific areas of 
heavy soiling or damage.
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RT/RD4 STAINLESS STEEL
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Picture 1

Picture 2

Failure to comply with these instructions may cause malfunction of the post & invalidation of your warranty. 
Please adhere to them. Keep installation instructions in a safe place. 

.

•Lift lid & remove keys as Picture 1.

•Determine position of installation. (recommended distance between 

centres: 1250mm to 1400mm maximum.)

•Break surface and bore hole 800mm deep by 300mm wide

•Fill hole with approx. 100mm of suitable aggregate (eg.20mm stone 

for drainage).

•NB Do not put concrete around base of bollard.

•Lower socket into hole and check height until lid 5mm above ground.

•Add/remove aggregate until desired height is obtained.

•Position socket central in hole and add more aggregate until post 

stands unaided.

•Raise post and manoeuvre into vertical position using spirit level.

•Add more aggregate until 300mm from surface.

•Fill remainder of hole with 4:2:1 concrete mix and smooth off neatly 

to lid surround leaving slight fall away. (groundwork's depending on 

site conditions)

•Finally check again using spirit level and lower post gently into 

ground and lock.

•Leave 24 hours before use.

•Keep clean during fitting procedure.

•When lowering post do so in a controlled manner. Do not drop.

Installation:

Maintenance:

•Keep sliding post clean.

•Flush out & lubricate lock weekly with WD40 

or similar .(Picture 2)

•Always close cover plate after use.


